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Sell everywhere your customers are with  
the Linnworks and refurbed integration.
refurbed is the go-to marketplace for refurbished and sustainable products, 
connecting top sellers to high-value, sustainably-minded customers.

Why refurbed?

Why Linnworks?

Tap into a loyal customer 
network that consistently 
supports sustainable 
purchasing in more  
than 13 European markets.

Expand your reach

Seamless access to the 
platform, easy to use tooling 
and value adding services 
such as state of the art API, 
high quality listing, fast payout 
and fulfillment solutions.

Access extensive services

You have full control of prices 
and stock. refurbed’s business 
model thrives on commission 
alone, erasing additional costs, 
such as subscription fees or 
listing fees.

Simple pricing

Linnworks is a Connected CommerceOps platform that gives online retailers the power to connect, automate 
and scale their ecommerce operations from a single source of truth. The platform gives them a bedrock of tools 
(listings, order/inventory / warehouse management) that are needed to drive new revenue, exceed customer 
expectations and streamline logistics.

Linnworks power 
businesses to drive 
growth and boost  
brand success.

Linnworks connects  
with over 100 selling 
channels including  
global marketplaces,  
D2C platforms and 
emerging selling 
channels.

Linnworks processes 
$8bn+ GMV each year 
globally, and serves 
some of the world’s 
biggest brands.
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Linnworks users can add the integration directly from the Linnworks channel integrations screen.  
For further details on Linnworks selling channels, please contact marketplaces@linnworks.com. 

Ready. Steady. Grow. Connected CommerceOpsTM

Inventory Updates - Linnworks can automatically send changes in stock levels to refurbed. 

Key Integration Features

Order Download - new and accepted refurbed orders can be automatically downloaded into 
Linnworks allowing you to reserve available stock and avoid overselling.

Inventory Mapping - Existing and new refurbed listings can be linked to Linnworks inventory 
items for stock level and price updates.

Order Refunds - Orders can be refunded on refurbed via Linnworks. 

Order Cancellation - Orders can be cancelled on refurbed via Linnworks. You can cancel the 
order when it is in the new order status regardless of whether it has been paid or unpaid.

Order Dispatch - Orders on refurbed can be marked as shipped and provided with the tracking number 
and shipping service name via Linnworks.

Location Mapping - Orders can be downloaded and inventory updates sent from specific locations.
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